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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

memorandu.m 
DATE: 25 MAY 90 

SUBJECT, SUN STREAI< REPORT - 9031 

TO: DCSINT - PO 

1. CS/STD) Between 24 MAY 90 and 25 MAY 90, four Remote Viewers, 003, 025, 
049 and 095 conducted four sessions in an effort to answer requirements 
against tasking for project #9031. That tasking included the background 
information of ttThe target vessel is a 120' coastal freighter identified as 

SG1Athe It ha a white hull and blue super,?tructure. The vessel has 
a history of making drug smuggling runs between Mexico and Naples, Florida". 

SG1A a. Determine the current location of the vessel identified as the 

b. Determine if the vessel is carrying contraqband in the form of 
drugs. If so, how wrapped and where stored aboard ship? 

c. Determine where the contraband in the form of drugs· wi 11 be o.ff
loaded/transferred. 

d. The vessel's point-of-origin is BELIEVED TO BE Mexico. If indeed 
the vessel left from Mexico <you will need to decide), determine its point 
of origin (from where in Mexico?). 

SG1A 
2. CS/STD) 003 reported the to be located at 25 deg 42 min NI 86 
deg· 48 min W as of approx. 1500 hrs local, 24 MAY 90. It is carrying drugs 
in the form of a white material in+/- 10 clear plastic 10-lb bags. The 
drugs will be transferred to a medium-sized cabin cruiser at dusk in the 
area of 29 deg 06 min N / 86 deg 20 min W. Its point of origin for this 
trip was reported to be on the Mexican coast, north of Villahermosa, at 18 
deg 30 min N / 93 deg 15 min W. 

SG1A 
3. (S/STD) 025 reported the to be located at 24 deg N / 86 deg W 
at approx. 9:30 hrs local, 2 It is carrying drugs which are down 
below the stern. The drugs are to be off-loaded at Naples, Florida. The 
point of origin for this trip was reported to be on the Mexican coast, at 
approx. 21 deg N / 97 deg W, in the vicinity of Tuxpan. 

SG1A 
4. CS/STD> 049 reported the .... to be located at 23 deg 30 min N / 86 
deg 15 min Wat approx. 1400 ~al, 24 MAY 90. Is carrying drugs of an 
unidentified type, wrapped in burlap-like material in bundles approximately 
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6 11 x 6 11 x 24". These bundles are packed inside heavy wooden crates which 
also have small round objects which have been poured into the crates. The 
crates are sitting behind a series of pipes or railings in a damp, dark area 
which has liquid on the floor. The point of origin for this trip was 
reported to be on the Mexican coast, at approx. 19 deg 50 min N / 90 deg 45 
min W, in the vicinity of Campeche, on the Yucatan Peninsula. 

5. CS/STD) 095 reported the - to be located at 26 deg 09 min N / 90 SG1A 
deg W, with a heading of 51 ~ 1100 hrs. local, 24 MAY 90. The 
vessel is reported as not presently carrying drugs. It was not carrying 
drugs when it departed from Mexico at a point north of Tampico, nor will it 
pick up any drugs in the near future. SG 1A 

6. CS/STD) PROJECT OFFICER'S COMMENTS: While there is a fair amount of 
concensLts about the present 1 ocati on of the ~nd the possibility 
that it may be presently carrying drugs, both its point of origin and point 
of possible off-loading/transfer of drugs for this trip have a very low 
amount of concensus among the sources. The fact that there is a small 
disparity of information in response to tasking questions concerning the 
vessel, which we know is real, and a wide disparity of information in 
response to each of the tasking questions concerning the drugs might suggest 
that there actually are no drugs an this trip, after all. 
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